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HASTINGS
FACULTY NEWS AND NOTES

ALUMNI NEWS

1

8

Founder's Day '92

Honors for Riesenfeld and
Schlesinger

14
New Bar Admittee Receptions

CAMPUS NEWS

Some 600 alumni , facu lt y, students and staff joined
former Chief Justi ce of the United States Warren E.
Burger during a two-day campus visit this spring,
which was capped by the 1992 Founder's Day
celebrati on on March 6.

Last year, the University of Bonn held an unusual
event - a Conference on the Influence of German
Speaking Emigre Juri sts on the Development of the
Law in the United States and Germany. Among
them were Hast ings Sixty-Five Club Professors
Stefan A. Riesenfeld and Rudolf B. Schlesinger.

Hastings Alumni Association chapters hosted
receptions for new bar admittees in January and
February to welcome the newest members of the
profession into the local legal communities.

16
'85 Classmates lead
Asian American Bar

3
Honors for Two Alumni
The 1992 Founder's Day celebration featured honors
for two alumni . Former U.S. Secretary of Energy
John S. Herrington from the Class of '64 received
the Hastings Medal of Ach ievement. Homer L.
" Mike" McCormick from the Class of '61 received
the 1992 Alu mnus of the Year Award.

10
Professor Jerome Hall Dies
A camp us memorial service was held in Apri l fo r
Professor Jerome Hall, a member of Hastings' SixtyFive Club and one of the foremost legal scholars of
his time. He died March I , at the age of 9 1.

4

12
Hastings in the News

Warren Burger on the Media
Former Chief Justice of the United States Warren E.
Burger believes that the news media are assuming a
new and important ro le that, if unchecked, threatens
the nation's political processes. His warni ng came
in addressi ng some 400 students in the 1992 Marvin
J. Anderson Lecture.

The Class of '85 continues a leadership role in the
Asian American Bar Association of the Greater Bay
Area, the nation 's largest local ethnic bar organization. Joanne Sakai was installed as AABA's 1992
Pres ident, succeeding classmate Jeff Adachi , who
led the group in 1991.

A roundup of news about Hastings al umni ,
professors and st udents.

17
Students Honor California
Assembly Speaker
California State Assembly Speaker Wi ll ie L. Brown,
Jr. ('58) was the recipient of a tribute by Hastings
students in March. In tum , Brown urged students to
be "committed, courageous people."

6
Attorneys General Forum
Set in September

19
Class Notes and Chapter Events

Hastings will host an hi storic forum this fall
featuring eight former U.S. Attorneys General.
They will address a variety of significant Department of Justice and Constitutional law issues on
Saturday, September 19.

New Alumni Contract Services Program
The Office of Career Services is initiating a program designed to meet the contract
and project needs of employers and the needs of alumni who seek such work . If you
are an employer who uses contract attorneys, you may fax or mail project descriptions and desired qualifications to Career Services. The Office will contact alumni
who are participating in the program and have qualified individuals call you directly.
Remember, geography is not an issue.·Research and correspondence may be handled
by fax and phone . If you are an alumnusla who wishes to participate in this
program, mail or fax your resume to Career Services. No participation fee on the part
of either employers or alumn i is required . Telephone (415) 565-4619 and send faxes
to (415) 565-4863 . Ma il letters to : Office of Career Services, 200 McAllister St., Room
211 , San Francisco, CA 94102-4978.

On the Cover:
ormer Chief Justice Warren E. Burger listened
as Dean Tom Read introduced him to 150 alumn i
and guests at the Founder's Day luncheon in
March . Burger then spoke about the role of modem
media in political campaigns, a theme he expanded
upon in the Marvin 1. Anderson Lecture to students.
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Warren Burger's Founder's Day Visit

S

ome 600 alumni , fac ulty, stude nts
and staff joined forme r Chie f Justice of the United States Warren E.
Burger during a two-day campus
vi sit thi s sprin g, which was capped by the
1992 Fo under' s Day ce lebrati on.
We lcomed to the campus by members of
the 1066 Fo undati on at an evening recepti on, Burger on the following day addressed
some 150 alumni and guests at the Founder 's
Day lunch in the Alumni Recepti on Center.
After the lunch, he de li vered the Fo undation-sponsored Marvin J. Anderson Lecture
to an overfl ow crowd of more than 400
students in the Loui s B. Mayer Room.
(Closed-circuit televi sion brought the lecture to c lassrooms for students who did not

get lottery-draw n ti ckets to the lecture.)
That evening, Burger joined members of
Hastings' Board of Directors and their g uests
at a dinner hosted by Director Eme ritus
Harold S. Dobbs ('42).
At the Founder 's Day lunch, the College
honored two di stingui shed alumni .
Former U.S . Energy Secretary John S.
Herrington (' 64) was awarded the 1992
Hastings Medal of Achi evement. Hono red
as 1992 A lumnus of the Year was Homer L.
" Mike" McCormick Jr. (,6 1), past pres ide nt of the Hastings Alumni Assoc iati on.
The foll ow ing pages cover the Warren
Burger visit and Founder' s Day celebration , including a repo rt on the former Chief
Justice 's Marvin J. Anderson Lecture.

Former Chief Justice
Warren E. Burger
addresses 150
alumni and friends
at the 1992
Founder's Day lunch
in the Alumni
Reception Center.

Visiting with former
Chief Justice
Warren E. Burger
are Professors
Eileen Seal/en, left,
and David Faigman,
center.

Hastings Director
Jan Lewenhaupt,
great-grandson of
Hastings ' founder,
Serranus Clinton
Hastings, talks with
former Chief Justice
Warren E. Burger.

HASTINGS

1066 Foundation Reception

F

ounder' Day actlvltle were
kicked off at a pecial reception for 1066 Foundation CLUB
members with former Chief
Ju sti ce Warren E. Burger. Members' generous donations fund the Marvin J. Anderson Lecture. Burger was brought to campus
by the Foundation as the 1992 Anderson
Lecturer.

Robert Sakai (,74).
left, with Warren
Burger and
Foundation Board
Presiden t John E.
Nordin /I ('69).

Warren Burger
with,from left,
Dean Tom Read,
Jerome Marks
(,64) , and his wife,
Monique Marks.

Visiting with Warren
Burger,from left, are
Hastings' Board of
Directors Chair
and Mrs . John A.
Sproul, with Edward
M. Digardi ('47).

Warren Burger with
Marilyn and Kneeland
H. Lobner (,44), who
is a Foundation trustee
and a member of th e
Hastings ' Board of
Directors.
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Founder's Day Honors for Two Alumni

T

he 1992 Founder's Day celebration - marking the 1878 fo unding of Hastings College of the
Law - featured honors for two

alumni.
Former U.S. Sec!etary of Energy John S.
Herrington from the Class of '64 received
the Hastings Medal of Achievement. The
College gives the Hastings Medal fordistingui shed serv ice and outstanding contributions to the profession, the community, or to
Hasti ngs.
Homer L. " Mike" McCormick Jr. from
the Class of '6 1 received the 1992 Alumnu s
of the Year A ward for outstanding serv ice
both to the College and to the Hastings
Alumni Association.
Joining in honoring both men was Warren E. Burger, Chief Justice of the United
States from 1969 to 1986 and Chair of the
Commission on the Bicentennial of the
United States Constitution.
Dean Tom Read presented the Hastings
Medal to Herrington , whi le Melvin C.
Kerwin ('6 1) , immediate past president
of the Hastings Alumni Association presented the Alumnus of the Year Award to
McCormick.
Herrington is Chairman of the Board of
Directors of Harcourt Brace Jovanovich ,
Inc., one of the largest ed ucational, medical, and sc ientific publishers.
Herrington held several positions in
the federa l government during the
Reagan administration.
He was Assi stant Secretary of
the Navy from October 1981 to
February 1983 and received the
Department of Defense 's hi ghest
civi lian award, the Distingui shed
Service Medal. He then served
both as Assistant to the President
and Special Assist(lnt to the Chief
of Staff.
As Secretary of Energy from
1985 to 1989, he was an advocate of
domestic energy development, an ex panded Strategic Petroleum Reserve,
increased international energy cooperation, and diversification of energy sources.
President Reagan awarded Herrington the

Presidenti al Citizens Medal in 1988.
He rrington 's wife, Loi s Haight Herrington ('65), is a member of Hasti ngs' Board of
Directors.
Mike McCorm ick is a partner in the law
firm of McCormick, Kidman & Behrens in
Costa Mesa, California. A life member of
the Alumni Association, he served on the
Board of Governors from 1966 to 1974. He
was the president of the Association in 197374.
McCormick also was a charter member of
the 1066 Foundation, serv ing as a trustee
and then as president of the Foundation
from 1975 to 1977.
He has been active with the State Bar of
California and the American Bar Association. He has served on committees and
panel s for both organizations. He belongs
to the American Trial Lawyers Association,
California Trial Lawyers Association, Federal Bar Association, National Health Lawyers Association, and the American Board
of Trial Advocates. He is a past president of
the Orange County City Attorney's Association.

Warren Burger with 1992 Alumnus of the
Year Homer L. "Mike" McCormick Jr. ('61).

Warren Burger with Hastings Medal of
Achievement recipient John S. Herrington
('64).
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Message to Students: 'Ball is in Your Court'

Warren Burger Says Media's New Role
Threatens Political Processes in the u.S.
by Da vid Ross Berson

F

onnerChief Ju stice of the United
States Warren E. Burger believes
that the news media are assuming
a new and important role that, if
unchecked , threatens the nation's political
processes. His warning came in addressing
some 400 students in the 1992 Marvin J.
Anderson Lecture on Founder's Day.
" While the mass media was once a conduit for the message that political parties
sought to convey, the media are now becoming the message and, in significant ways,
political parties are being brushed to one
side," Burger contended.
Burger, 84, whose 17-year tenure (19691986) as Chief Justice was the longest of
any in the 20th century, urged members of
the legal comm unity to participate actively
in the political process to offset the trend.
He said they "should be especiall y wary of
what is being bought and sold in the popular
marketplace of ideas."
Burger ' s views were echoed in briefer
remarks to alumni in a talk at the Founder's
Day lunch.
" Sensationalism and hyperbole are poor
substitutes for the principles of ordered liberty and rational discourse upon which our
society was fou nded," Burger said, and that
gave life to the U.S . Constitution, wh ich
Prime Minister William Ewart Gladstone
described 100 years ago as "the most brilliant document ever struck from the hand
and mind of man ."
" If we do not make an effort to get involved and take a hard look at what is being
' packaged and old' in the popular press and
on the evening new s, the two-party system,
whi ch has served to channel and focus politi ca l di scourse in thi s country for 200
years, may become a victim of the mass
medi a," he said .
Tracing the earl y development of the twoparty sy tem in America , Burger noted " important hi storical reasons why the American ex perim ent with constitutional deJTlocracy was a uccess." The new nation , he

Former Chief Justice Warren Burger

said, drew directly on the English experience with democracy. It was burdened with
no significant "bad habits. " This background contrasts with the "uncertainty and
confusion that prevails" in many of the
fonner Communist regimes attempting to
emerge from dictatorship. There, people
"have little or no practical understanding of
how to make a democracy work."
After victory in the Revolutionary War,
said Burger, the young nation successfu ll y
accommodated two distinct and competing
viewpoints. The Federalists sought a strong
national government, whi le the Anti-Federalists wanted strong local government. After much debate, " the Federalists prevailed
in securing ratification of the Constitution ,
but only after the States were assured that a
bill of rights would be added to the new
Constitution ."
After close ratification votes - Massachusetts approved it 187 to 168 and New
York 30 to 27 - the main faction s tolerated
each other, and " their ultimate incorporation into organized parties was inevitable,"

4

Burger said.
He quoted the Anti-FederalistlRepublican Thomas Jefferson ' s inaugural addres
of 180 1, in which the third President said ,
"We are all Republicans and we are all
Federalists." Burger, who chaired the U.S.
Comm iss ion on the Bicentennial of the
United States Cons titution from 1985 to
1992, then remarked, "A lthough attempts
were made to subvert the constitutional
framework , the checks and balances worked:
the transfer of power from the Federalists to
the Jeffersonian Republicans was accom plished successfully, and responsible leaders intervened to prevent the system from
collapsing.
" Indeed," he added, " I would go so far as
to say that, had we not developed a twoparty system - complicated onl y occasionall y by the emergence of a sign ificant splinter party - to pennit rational discourse on
issues of public concern, the constitutional
democracy establi shed in 1787 would not
have survived. Throughout our hi story, the
objectives of government have been entrusted to party organizations, which framed
party platfonns and selected candidates. Is
that sti II true or does the media perform that
role?" Burger asked his audience.
Burger explored the question with references to ideas recently put forth by several
political observers. James David Barber, a
professor of political science at Duke University , wrote of a sh ift from party leaders to
the media, which Washington Post co lu mnist and ombudsman Richard Harwood said ,
"assigns to journali sts the uncomfortable
role of a character cop, for which we are
neither uniquely trained nor inevitably quali fied. "
Commented Burger: " Although the media may consider itself divided into 'quality
press that sees itself as the custodian of
political values' and ' a trash press ' that
knows no ethic except to pander without
mercy, " Harwood confesses that "the line
between quality and trash is not always self-
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evident." Then Burger noted the observation of University of Rochester hi story Professor Christopher Lasch in the New York
Times that "plenty of journalists, even on
TV, condemn sensationalism ... (but) what is
troubling is precisely what happen s when
TV becomes serious." Burger al so quoted
criticism of the media by the Post's David
Broder for exaggerating the significance of
"fringe candidates. " Wrote Broder earlier
thi s year: "A certain amount of guff and
clap-trap is inevitable in a political campaign. But the voters this year are telling us
that they want a serious discussion of their
substantive concerns by candidates who are
capable of doing what they promise. In such
an environment, the therapy that (fringe
candidates) provide as vehicles for pure
protest is an expensive indulgence."
While noting that the days have passed
when many newspapers were blatantly
"party organs," Burger pointed to Harwood's
view that "they have been replaced by something much more subtle and even insidious:
journalism that too often attempts to mask a
political agenda behind copy that purports
to be objective news reporting."
Since its early days as a factor in the
political arena, Burger said, television has "had the ability to
sway popular opinion in significant ways." The classic
example, he said, was the 1960
Nixon-Kennedy debate. Polls
showed that a majority of
radio listeners thought
Nixon was the
victor, but television watchers thought

Kennedy had won. " It is curious indeed to
think that the destiny of the nation might be
swayed by a poorly powdered nose or a
mi splaced stage light.
"Given these poss ibilities," said the former
Chief Justice, " it seems fair to ask whether
we should totally bar journali sts from the
live debates between Presidential candidates and return to the traditional format
followed in the Lincoln-Douglas debates:
the Presidential candidates, head-to-head ,
debating a set of iss ues without any staged
' give-and-take ' or cross -examination by
members of the press .
"In my view , however, just as every citizen has rights and responsibilities, journalists have both a constitutional right to express themselves and an implied responsibility to do it in a forthright manner. Is it
responsible journalism for the media intentionally to push a hidden political agenda
under the guise of reporting the news? When
a political party advances a candidate and a
platform, its cards are 'on the table. ' If the
public is provided with direct access to the
candidates and the platform, the people can
readily identify whose interests are at stake
and who stands to gain or lose in the vote.
"But when a political party's message is filtered through a medium
- even a mem ber of the' q uality media ' - that is purposefully biased, significant distortions can occur. Suddenly,
the ' message ' thatthecandidate or the party platform is
seeking to convey is no
longer clear and, to
the extent that the
public' s sources
of information

are imperfect, their judgement may be mi sguided , and they may be rendered incapable
of making an informed deci sion when they
go to the polls."
In thi s atmosphere, the legal profess ion,
Burger said , is " uniquely positioned tomaintain the vitality of our political institution s.
By virtue of our training , we may perceive
factors that others do not. We have a working knowledge of our governmental institutions that perhaps not many Americans share.
We are accu stomed to debate and looking at
iss ues from both sides. We are trained to
evaluate sweeping assertions critically. And

"If we are to retain the vitality in
our political institutions, and see

to it that irresponsible abuses of
power are checked, it is the special
responsibility of lawyers to
participate actively in the political
process and preserve the traditions
that have permitted our constitutional democracy to endure. "

in our work, we have to learn how to discern
good arguments from bad ones .
"Accordingly, if we are to retain the vitality in our political institutions, and see to it
that irresponsible abu ses of power are
checked, it is the special responsibility of
lawyers to participate actively in the political process and preserve the traditions that
have permitted our constitutional democracy to endure. "
Burgerconcluded with a challenge
to the audience , "To you as students, the ball is in your court. "
Former Chief Justice Warren
Burger talked with students oneon-one and signed autographs
after his Marvin J. Anderson
Lecture.

CAMPUS NEWS

Food for the Homeless

H

astings' Black Law Students Association (BLSA) collected
canned food for the homeless from fellow students this
spring. The food was given to the Sf. Anthony
Foundation for distribution to homeless people in San
Francisco's Tenderloin. Shown are, in rear from left, Sandra
Matthews, first-year student and BLSA 1992-93 BLSA Secretary
from Los Angeles, and Sandra L. Jones, second-year student
and 1991-92 BLSA Western Regional Secretary from San
Francisco. In front are, from left, Karen Stewart, second-year
student and 1991-92 Black Law, Students Association
Community
Outreach Chair,
and her twin
sister, Karla C.
Stewart, secondyear student and
1991-92 BLSA
Parliamentarian,
both from Covina,
California. Also
working on the
project, but not
pictured, was
Erica Spruill, firstyear student and
1992-93
Community
Outreach Chair,
from San
Francisco.

Field Trip for Tenderloin Kids

T

he Hastings Surf Club - 35 members strong and said to be
the only surf club at a law school- rallies around
something bigger: coastal preservation and community
service. Projects include a quarterly cleanup of Ocean Beach
under the State Coastal Commission's Adopt-A-Beach program.
This spring, the project was to combine education about
California's coast with service by taking 42 underprivileged
youngsters from the Tenderloin neighborhood to visit
Monterey Bay Aquarium. Hastings students raised money
through bake sales and sales of "Make Waves Not Law Review"
t-shirts. They coordinated the trip through another student
group - the Association of Students for Kids - and San
Francisco's Central YMCA, which provided the bus. Shown with
some of the kids at the aquarium are, from left, Rick Darwin
('92), Chris Cole ('92), and Rob Perun ('93).

Second Nihon-Hastings
Conference

T

he second Nihon-Hastings Conference
on Globalization of Securities Markets
was held on campus in April, drawing
some two dozen participants from Nihon
University and other colleges in Japan. Two
days of panels covered "Distinctive Topics in
the Japanese Business World" and "The
Globalization of Securities Markets. " On the
third day of Nihon-Hastings Conference 11,
delegates visited the San Francisco law firm
of Pillsbury, Madison & Sutro, hosted by
Professor Frank Trinkl, and the California
Supreme Court, hosted by Professor and
former Associate Justice Joseph Grodin.
Photographs show, bottom left, delegates
concentrating on a panel presentation, and,
top left, on a tour of the Library given by
Dean Tom Read and Gail Winson, acting
director of the Library.
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Arthur R. Miller to Moderate

Fall Forum is Set With Eight
Former U.S. Attorneys General

H

astings will host an hi storic forum thi s fall featuring eight
former u.s. Attorneys General.
They will address a variety
of significant Department of Ju stice and
constitutional law issues. The roundtable
di scussion is set for Saturday, September
19, and will be open to all Hastings students,
faculty, and alumni.
Alumni interested in attending the Attorneys General Forum, which will be held
from 2 to 4 p.m. on campus, should call the
Office of College Relations at (415) 5654615 for reservations.
Plans for the Forum were announced by
Academic Dean Mary Kay Kane. "This
forum - which will be the first of its kind
involving the nation' s former chief legal
officers - is certain to generate a lively

exchange of ideas," she said. "It will offer
insights on poss ible solutions fo r several
controversia l legal iss ues of the day. It will
certainly result in a unique hi storical perspecti ve on how the various admini strations
represented by the former Attorneys General dealt with the same or similar policy
issues in the past."
Those Attorneys General who have agreed
to participate to date are: William Rogers,
who served under Dwi ght Eisenhower;
Nicholas Katzenbach, who served under
Lyndon Johnson; Elliot Richardson, who
served under Richard Nixon; Edward Levi ,
who served under Gerald Ford; Griffin Bell
and Benjamin Civiletti, both of whom served
under Jimmy Carter; Edwin Meese III , who
served under Ronald Reagan; and Richard
Thornburgh, who served under George Bush.

THE HOUSE BANK SCANDAL: INCUMBENTS ON THE RUN

BILL CLINTON
AND THE TRUST
FACTOR

•

BUSINESS. LAW. MEDICINE. ENGINEERING
PLUS: SIX LIBERAL ARTS PROGRAMS

AMERICA'S

BEST
GRAD SCHOOLS

High Marks
for Hastings

F

or th~ second
yearm a row,
U.S. News and
World Report
magazine listed
Hastings in the top
seven public law
schools and in the top
20 of all U.S. law
schools-public and
private. For 1992,
the College moved up
one notch to No. 19
among all U.S. law
schools, and to No. 6
among top public
schools. Law school
deans, senior faculty
and academic
specialists put
Hastings in t he top
five for tax law, w ith
Harvard, Georgetown, New York
Uni versity, and the
Uni versity of Florida
on the U.S. News and
World Report list.
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Harvard Law Pro fessor Arthur R. M iller

Moderating will be Harvard Law Professor Arthur R. Miller, who makes weekly
appearances on ABC 's "Good Morning
America" as the program 's legal editor.
Miller also served as moderator for the
highly acclaimed PBS series, "The Constitution : That Delicate Balance. "
C-Span has indicated an interest in televising the Forum nationally .
While final topics for the Forum are being
decided , Dean Kane noted that some currently under discussion deal with various
ethics-in-government iss ues, affirmative
action questions, right-of-privacy matters,
issues inv'olved both in the appointment of
special prosecutors and the selection of Supreme Court justices, as well as free speech
issues and matters involving the abortion
debate.
College Relations Director Tim Lemon
noted that the Forum was made possible
through the generous donations of some
very loyal alumni and friends of the College. They will be honored at a special event
being planned as part of Forum-related activities.
Lemon also recognized the efforts of
Hastings Professors David Faigman, Calvin
Massey, and Scott Sundby, who are helping
formul ate the issues that will be discussed at
the fo rum .

FACULTY NEWS

Hastings Professors
Honored at Bonn

L

ast year, the University of Bonn
he ld an unusual event - a Confer-

ence on the Influence of German -

speak ing Emigre Jurists on the Development ofthe Law in the Un ited States and
Germany. The particular jurists, upon
fewer than 20 of whose work the conference focused, all had been forced to
leave Germany during the Hitler years .
One left because he had been politically
indiscreet. Under Nazi law anyone with
even one Jewish grandparent was con sidered schlecht (marked) . And the rest
were normal non-Aryan cand idates for
Dachau .
The University was persuaded to sponsor the two day meeting by the German
Minister of Justice, Klaus Kinkel, and his
immediate predecessor, Hans Engelhart.
They invited the seven surviving members of the group -

among whom were

Hastings Sixty-Five Club Professors Stefan
A . Riesenfeld and Rudolf B. Schlesinger,
both of whom attended . (Another California honoree was Boalt Hall Professor
Friedrich Kessler.)
More than 140 eminent scholars, government officials, and leading jurists attended . The work of each of the emigre
jurists chosen for discussion was discussed
in two papers, one by an American
scholar, the other by a German.

The

honorees attending were also invited to
present papers of their own . The University of Bonn plans to publish the papers .

About the writer: M ichel Lipman ('38) has
devoted recent years to legal writing. His
award-winning daily radio show, "Point of
Law," is going into its 30th year. He is also
writing about law for young people, starting
at the fourth grade level.

Stefan Riesenfeld

Hastings' One-Man Library
by Michel Lipman ('38)

S

tefan Albrecht Riesenfeld may not
be the world's most prolific legal
writer, but he must be a close runner-up.
The Hastings Sixty-Five Club professor
has authored or co-authored 32 books, 138
professional articles, and 11 8 book rev iews.
And he has a few more drafts on hand that he
has not yet got around to completing. The 84year-old scholar also teaches six classes a
week at Hastings and two seminars at Boalt
Hall, fro m which he retired and where he also
still maintains an office.
Unl ike most of us, he apparently does not
need to sleep. For he also works happily in his
Berkeley garden, reads biographies, and enjoys classical music and opera. He is married
to a woman ofIcelandic descent, Phyllis, and
has two sons, both physicists.
The dynamic professor was born in Breslau,
Germany, in 1908. He attended the Uni versities of Munich, Berlin, Bres lau, and Milan.
He picked up two doctorates in jurisprudence, then an LL.B at U.C.-Berkeley in
1937, an SID from Harvard in 1939, and an
honorary degree from the University of Cologne in 1970.
He was arnong the group of German legal
scholars who left their homeland with the
advent of Hitler's Nazis, coming to America
in 1934. He enrolled at Boalt, simul taneously
learning American law and language. He
smiles, recalling his biggest linguistic stumbling block. On the advice of a well-mean ing
American lady, he tried reading Alice in
Wonderland, and was completely baffled by
the number of words which were not in
Webster's Unabridged. Well , where else
would you go for a definiti on of "mimsey
borogroves," or "l abberwocks?"
Later, as a member of the law fac ulty at the
Uni versity of Minnesota, Riesenfeld enli sted
in the United States Navy in World War II.
He remained in serv ice until 1946, when he
resumed his post at the University of Minnesota Law School. He returned, in 1952, to
Boalt, where the University narned a chair
for him and also established the Riesenfeld
Fellowship in International Law. Among his
many other activi ties he was and still is a

Stefan A. Riesenfeld

consultant on international law to the U.S.
State Department. He also served on a blue
ribbon commiss ion under California Governor Edmund G. "Pat" Brown.
Professor Riesenfeld confesses to one terrify ing experience when he was teaching at
the University of Minnesota. He had written
a book on social legislation that attracted the
attention of then First Lady Eleanor Roosevelt. A meeting was arranged. Friends warned
him that the President 's wife was somewhat
deaf and that, when she was bored, she took
the hearing aid out of her ear. During their
lively conversation about medical insurance,
his nerves quivered wildly every time she
made a move, thinking she was reaching for
her hearing dev ice. But she never did, and he
must have sighed with relief when she fm alty
shook hi s hand and smilingly departed. Some
of his ideas of the time survi ve in today's
Medicare law.
Among Professor Riesenfeld ' s best-known
works are: Cases and Materials on Creditors' Remedies and Debtors' Protection
(Fourth edition, St. Paul: West, 1986) and
Protection o/Coastal Fisheries Under International Law (W ashington: Carnegie Endowment fo r International Peace, 1942), a
study which opened the door to modem developments in the fi eld.
Among the many other subjects about which
Cont. on page 10
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Rudolf Schlesinger

Toward an Understanding of Other Legal Systems
by Michel Lipman ('38)

F

riendship," Friedrich Juenger said
of Rudolf B. Schlesinger, " has not
beclouded my judgment. Even if I
could not stand him, I would still
have to conclude that his contributions have
left a lasting imprint on American law."
The remark was made as part of a paper
read at a September 1991 symposi um at Bonn,
Germany, on the influence of German speaking emigres on American and German law.
Professor Schlesinger was one of the two
Hastings honorees present.
The speaker probably had in mind not only
Professor Schlesinger's contribution to the
Uniform Commercial Code and other state
and federal laws, but above all his monumental Comparative Law: Cases , Text , and Materials , first published in 1950. It now is in its
fifth edition, and Schlesinger, with three coauthors chosen by him, is working on the
Sixth Edition. The exhaustive book combines expository text with cases. It uses real-

dents understand the legal systems of other
countries with unfamiliar life pattems.
His studies of foreign legal systems have
led him to some creative criticisms of our own
system. Our 18th century Constitution, for
example, perpetuates some archaic rules and
institutions. Among these is our centuriesold jury system. This stilJ prevai ls, Schlesinger
says, though many modem observers believe
its use in civil cases is responsible for much
delay, expense, and mischievously high damages awards. This, in tum, has meant that the
United Kingdom, which abolished civi l juries 50 years ago, will not sign a judgementrecognition treaty with the United States.
Professor Schlesinger also points out that
the Founding Fathers quite reasonably left
many matters to the local governments. Today, someofthese matters can only be solved
by national or transnational action, not provided for in the Constitution.
Tho ugh born in Germany, Professor
Schlesinger is an
American citizen
through his father, a
native of Philadelphia. He took his
Dr. J ur. from the
University of Munich in 1933.
Then he served as
syndikus (house
counsel) of the
Aufhauser Bank. At
that time, the Nazi
government was
forcing German
Jews to get out of
the country. Most
Jews were eager to
comply. But there
was a catch; they
couldn't take their
assets with them .
Young Schlesinger
(he was still in his
20s), however, had become an expert in both
banking and German currency controls.
Through artful and intricate employment of
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Rudolf 8 . Schlesinger

life materials to illustrate the social and cultural context of legal norms. This is indispensable, Schlesinger says, for helping stu-
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loopholes, including some fancy international
barter deals, he was able to help thousands of
would-be emigres get away with at least part
of their assets. " And no part of it," he says,
with a glint of humor in hi s eyes, "was in any
way iIJegaJ!"
Finall y, when the Nazi terror became intolerable, Professor Schlesinger packed his bags
(containing several Leica cameras, which he
subsequently sold in the U.S.) and departed.
He had no contacts here and hi s training in
civil law was of very little value at that time.
So he became a girls' school teacher for a
term . Then he enrolled at Columbia Law
School. That began hi s dynamic career in
American law. He became Editor-in-Chief
of the s9hool' s law review for eight issues.
Then he went on to a clerkship for the highly
respected Chief Judge Irving Lehman of the
New York Court of Appeals. From there, he
moved to Milbank, Tweed, Hope & Hadley,
on Wall Street, serving in an eight-person
litigation department.
In 1948, Come]] University was creating
an international law studies program and
tapped the young emigre for a position on the
facu lty. He stayed there 27 years, the last 19
years as the William Nelson Cromwell Professoroflnternational and Comparative Law.
Though he had listened to and declined many
offers from other schools, he accepted an
invitation from Hasting 's Dean Marvin Anderson for him and his wife, Ruth, to visit
Hastings. Soon afterward, Dean Anderson
offered him a position as a member of the
Sixty-Five Club and, at the close of the 197475 academic year, the Schlesingers moved to
San Francisco.
At Hastings, Schlesinger says he has had
full opportunity to indulge hi s two great loves,
teaching and writing. Besides his course
book on comparative law, which has become
a standard text in American law schools, he
has written extensively on comparative law
and in other fields. He explains that international and comparative law are related. International law is mainly addressed to national
governments. Comparative law is more concerned with the civil and criminal rules govCont. on page 11
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One-Man Library
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fro m page 8

he has wrirten are worker ' compensation,
labor relation , modem social legi lation, international Law of the Sea, agricultural policy
of the European Economic Communi ty , anti defic iency legislation, antitrust deci ions of
the Supreme Court, bankruptcy, comparati ve
public law , compul sory licenses, consumer
protection, self-executing treaties, extradi tion, ex traterritoriality, the French system of
admini strati ve justice, homestead law, early
property rights, trademarks and unfair competition, liens, and life insurance.
Despite hi s many honors and achievements,
Riesenfeld feels his most valuable contribution lies in the fi eld of litigation. He took a
prominent role in the landmark case ofFilartiga
v Pena, 630 Fed 2d 876 (2d Cir. 1980). Dr.
Filartiga's son had been kidnapped and tortured to death by Pena, a government offici al
in Paraguay. Apparently th is stemmed from
the father's opposition to the government.
Pena was in the United States on a visitor's
visa when he was seen and recognized by the
victim 's sister. Doll y, the sister, contacted the
Immigration and Naturalization Service. Pena
was detained and held for deportation. The
Fi lartigas filed suit against the torturer-murderer for $10 million. The federal district
court ordered dismissal fo r lack of j urisdiction, since the tort took place outside the
United States.
On appeal, Professor Riesenfe ld, for the
Department of State, and other counsel from
the Department of Justice wrote an am icus
brief supporti ng the Fi lartigas. They argued
- successfully - before the late Judge Irving R . Kaufman that deliberate torture,
perpetrated under color of official authority ,
violates the international law of human rights ,
regardless of the national ity of the parties.
Thus, when a foreign torturer is found in the
United States, the Al ien Tort Statute provides
federal jurisdiction. The appeal court reversed thedistrict court's decision. Riesenfeld
al 0 collaborated on the memorials of the
United States in cases before the World Court
and other international tribunals.
Professor Riesenfeld 's most recent honor
came in September 199 1, when he was invited to and attended a seminar in Bonn,
Germany, on the Influence of German -speaking Emigre Jurists on the Development of
Law in the United States and Germany.
It was his close fri end and , by then, Si xtyFive Club member, William Prosser, who
urged Ri esenfe ld to flfSt teach classes at
Hasti ng and in 1975 Rie enfeld became a
member of the Sixty-Fi ve Club.

Jerome Hall, 1901-1992

A

campus memor ia l serv ice was
held in Apr il for Professor Jerome
Hall, a member of Hastings' SixtyFive Club and one of the foremost legal
scholars of his ti me. He d ied March 1 at the
ageof91.
Hall was internationally known in the
f ield of crim inal law and jurisprudence. In
his lat er years, he devoted his stud ies to
religion and the law after the American Bar
Association asked him to chair a comm ittee
on the subject in the 1970s.
A prolific scholar, he was internationally
recognized for collective works which include 10 books he either wrote or edited
and numerous articles on criminal law and
legal ph ilosophy. Many of his works were
translated into Japanese, Spanish, Korean,
German, French and Portuguese .
Hall 's Theft, Law and Society, first published in 1935, was one of the most
significant contributions to American crimina ll aw.
His Readings in Jurisprudence, published
in 1938, was the f i rst comprehensive
book in the field and became widely used
in both the United States and England . The
most recent edition was published just a
decade ago in 1982.
Finally, Hall 's General Principles of Criminal Law, first published in 1947, was described by a writer in the Journal of Legal
Education as "the most important treatise
on criminal law produced by American legal
scholarship. "
In recent years, four former students in
the San Francisco Bay Area cared for Hall,
who as a result was able to continue living
in his San Francisco apartment despite
failing health . Among those who attended
the memorial , they are two alumni couples
who wanted to provide Hall a sense of
fam ily, Sean Conley ('87) and Elaine Ercolini
('87). and Byrne Conely ('83) and Nan
Castle ('83) . (Sean and Byrne are brothers .)
" Jerome Hall's contributions to American law are legend," sa id Hastings' Dean
Frank T. (Tom) Read following Hal l's death .
" He leaves a large body of scholarship for
future generations. And lest it be forgotten, he will be remembered as well by several generations of lawyers who revered
him as a great teacher."
Hall joined the Hastings faculty in 1970 at the age of 69 - as a member of the
Co ll ege's d istingu ished Sixty-Five Club, that
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unique portion of the faculty made up of
em inent scholars who, over th e last S1
years, have been invited to teach full -ti me
at Hast ings after normal ret irement.

Portrait of Jerome Hall hangs
at Indiana University School
of Law
Hall came to Hastings from the law faculty at Indiana University, where he taught
from 1939 until he retired in 1970 as "distinguished professor of law," the University's
highest rank . He held the University's
Frederic Bachman Lieber Memorial Award
for distinguished teaching.
Hall was educated on fellowships at the
University of Chicago and at Columbia and
Harvard Universities, receiving doctoral degrees in law and legal philosophy. Among
his own teachers was American legal giant
Roscoe Pound .
A Chicago native, Hall was admitted to
the Illinois bar in 1923 and practiced until
1929. In a 1986 newspaper profile, he
recalled being interviewed for a job by
Clarence Darrow, who advised Hall to 'swim
with the current' and only do in life what he
found interesting.
Hall said he took the advice by later
giving up the practice of law for an academic career.
Hall was a member of many organizations, including the American Bar Associa tion and the China Academy. He was past
president of both the American Society for
Political and Legal Philosophy (1967-69)
and the International Association for Phi losophy of Law and Social Ph i losophy
(1966-68) .
Under a prior gift, all of Hall ' s papers
have become part of the developing SixtyFive Club arch ival collection at Hastings.
Hall is survived by one daughter, Heather
Adele Hall, of Indiana .

HASTINGS

Faculty News
Professor George Bisharat gave a presentation
at the meeting of the Law and Society Association in Philadelphia in Mayas part of a panel
entitled "Lawyering in Unjust States: The Danger of Legitimation." He spoke about Palestinians working in the Israeli-Occupied West Bank.

•
Professor Richard Boswell spoke at the Annual
Conference of the American Immigration Lawyers Association in New Orleans in June. In
May , he spoke at the 1992 Annual Immigration
Judges Conference in San Diego. He was a
member of an American Bar Association Site
Eval uation team at the City University of New
York Law School at Queens College in March.
The second edition of his casebook, Immigration
and Nationality Law: Cases and Materials , was
published in February. In January, he was e lected
chair of the Section on Immigration Law of the
Association of American Law Schools.

•
Professor David Faigman will publish an article, "Reconciling Individual Rights and Government Interests: Madisonian Principles Versus Supreme Court Practice," in the Virginia
Law Review due out in October, 1992.

•
Professor Joseph Grodin this spring published
an article titled "Constitutional Values in the
Private Sector Workplace" in the Indu strial Relations Law Journal. It examines the extent to
which courts and legis latures have, in recent
years, developed protections for emp loyee interests such as freedom of expression and privacy
which generally echo constitutional protections.
Among a number of presenters, Professor Grodin
lectured in March to a group of jurists from
Mongolia, which he had visited a year earlier.
Mongolia has been developing a new constitution, and the jurists, including the Chief Justice
of the Mongolian Supreme Court and the Minister of Justice, were in the U.S. studying American judicial structure.

•
Professor David Jung is visiting at the University of Hamburg, teaching two courses as part of
Hastings' faculty exchange program with Hamburg. He will teach "Introduction to the American Legal System" and "Recent Issues in Ameri can Tort Law: Environmental Torts ."

Academic Dean Mary Kay Kane served as a
reporter for a special national conference of
federa l and state judges in Orlando, Florida, in
April. The conference focused on federal and
state court relationships and tensions. She also
presented a proposed choice of law code for
complex litigation at the annual meeting of the
American Law Institute in May in Washington ,
D.C.

•
Emeritus Professor Leo Kanowitz completed
and published a translation of Japanese Labor
Law by Kazuo Sugeno, professor of law at
the University ofTokyo. The 736-page English
edition was published this spring by the University of Washington Press. Sugeno 's work is a
comprehensive study of Japanese labor law published in Japanese with the title Rodoho. It is the
standard work for the legal profession, business ,
labor, government, and academe in Japan. The
English edition of the treatise will be a resource
for U.S. businesses , law firms, and labor unions
working abroad, as well as for American students and scholars of Japanese labor law.

•
Professor David Levine published an article
entitled "The Seven Virtues of Judging : Alvin
Rubin's Civil Rights Opinions" in the Louisiana
State University Law Review in June. Last fall,
he spoke to a committee of the Bar Association
of New York City on the topic, " Early Neutral
Evaluation. "

•
Professor Calvin Massey delivered a public
lecture in February at California State University, Sacramento, on the c urrent Canadian constitutional crisis. In April, he was a speaker at,
and participant with Canadian Fulbright Scholars in the U.S., in a round table discussion of the
Canadian constitutional crisis, which was hosted
by the Canadian Consulate in San Francisco.

•
Professor Louis Schwartz lectured on antitrust
laws to a visiting delegation of high officials
from Mongolia who were interested in the legal
infrastructure of American business. Professor
Schwartz emphasized that there was no presumption of appropriateness of American antitrust for a country of two million widely dispersed herdsmen, but that protection against
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oligarchy must depend on encouragement of
consumer organization and competing imports.
He also rai sed a question of whether the apparatus of patent law and other intellectual property
protection would be in the interests of that country.

•
Professor Kevin Tierney was selected to attend
the Twenty-third Law and Economics Institute,
which was held at Dartmouth College, July 12 to
23.

•
Professor William Wang was elected to a threeyear term on the Executive Council of the Section on Business Associations of the Association
of American Law Schools. He served previously
on the Council from January, 1987, to January,
1990.

Toward an Understanding
cont.from page 9

eming the conduct of individuals and
corporations in different countries.
Concepts flow between nations.
Japan's legal system, for example, is
basically similar to Germany's civil
law. The British concept of common
law has filtered mainly into nations
now or formerly connected with the
Commonwealth: India, Australia,
Canada, Hong Kong, Singapore, and
Pakistan. Thus, a modem law firm ,
doing a multinational business, must
work with attorneys who understand
and can integrate different national
systems and cultures.
Professor Schlesinger is tall, slim,
looks trim and fit, and appears far more
youthful than his 82 years. He and his
wife go to the Swiss Alps every year to
hike. He does admit, a bit ruefully, that
he has let up on his enthusiasm for
mountain climbing. He is a devotee of
Agatha Christie and Erie Stanley
Gardner, and attends opera every
chance he gets. His favorite is Mozart' s
"Marriage of Figaro."
The Schlesingers live in San Francisco. They have a son and a daughter
(another daughter died about six years
ago) and six grandchildren, boys, all.

HASTINGS

Hastings in the News

H

David Faigman

Scott Sundby

astings professors found themselves called upon as experts
and opinion leaders for the news
media as California carried out
its first execution in aquarterofacentury. As
last minute appeals played out with an unusually stem U.S. Supreme Court finally
ordering the execution of Robert Alton
Harris in the gas
chamber at San
Quentin prison, reporters gathered opinions and analysis, as
often as not from
Hastings faculty.
Among
those
commenting or writing in the press were
Professors Dav id
Fa ig m a n , J ose p h
G r od in,
J a m es
McCa ll, and Scott
Sundby. Among the
news organizations
calling on them to
comment
for
news reports, provide background
explanations to
help journalists
interpret issues ,
or request opinion articles were
Bay Area television and radio stations
KGO, KPIX, KRON ,
KTVU , KCBS , and
KQED-FM. Newspapers included the
San
Fran c isco
Chronicle, San Francisco Examiner, San
J ose A1ercury, and
Los Angeles Tim es
among others. Back-

ground sessions were provided for Cable
News Network and Time A1agazine.
A sampling of coverage included a frontpage article about the U.S. Supreme Court's
action in the April 22 edition of the A1inneapolis Star Tribune: ''' I have never seen a
similar action by the court: saidScottSundby,
a law professor at Hastings College of the
Law in San Francisco. 'It was an act of
frustration (by the Justices) because they had
already lifted a stay on the same issue two
hours earlier.'" On the subject of writs of
habeas corpus in the April 22 edition of the
San Francisco Examiner, the newspaper said:
"Further reform is inevitable, said James
A1cCall ofue s Hastings College of the Law
in San Francisco . The Supreme Court's
rebuke, he said, " indicates enough is
enough."
The same issue of the Examiner carried a
front-page opinion "face-off' between former
San Jose Pol i<:;e Chief Joseph McNamara and
Hastings' Professor Grodin, a former associate justice of the California Supreme Court.
Observed Grodin: "Perhaps , in the end, it
comes down to how we see ourselves and our
community. The instinct for vengeance is
human and not to be ignored. Even Athena ,

Uos Angeles mimes

Gordon Van Kessel
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the Greek goddess of justice, did not banish
the Furies - the embodiment of vengeance
- from Athens. She invited them to stay, but
in their carefully restricted place. Every
legal system in the world with which we have
any affinity has decided that its place does
not include the death penalty. Possibly that
is one reason that the Harris execution makes
us all feel a bit ashamed, and raises far more
questions than it can possibly answer."

HASTINGS

Deans of other law
schools, impressed as they
were with Casper's administrative acumen, particularly admired his honesty. According to Frank T. Read, dean of
Hastings College of the Law, 'Even with his
fellow deans and with the doors closed, he
stood for integrity. . . . He had a great
understanding of the issues in higher education, and his academic instincts were always
pretty darn right.'''
On another news front, law school appliProfessor Calvin Massey was called upon
cations declined nationwide, including at with regard to Constitutional questions in the
Boalt Hall and Stanford Law. But at Hastings wake of the violence that erupted after the
Rodney King verdict,
with the Chronicle of
May 19 reporting: "Legal experts agree that
protest marches, which
are considered 'protected
speech' under both the
state and federal Constitutions, can be stopped if
they hit a record high of almost 6,000 for the a serious, illegal act-a brawl or the smashfall, an increase taken note of in the San ing of store windows ,for example- is about
Francisco Daily Journal with a reference to to occur. A 'state of emergency' does not
the College's national stature. "In San Fran- change that rule, although it helps police
cisco," the Feb. 10 issue reported, "Hastings argue that the threat of
College of the Law, which enjoys a national violence is serious, said
reputation along with Stanford and Boalt Calvin Massey, a constiHall, expects an increase in the number of tutional law professor at
Hastings College of the
applications for its 1992 classes."
When Gerhard Casper, the former law Law." Massey was joined
school dean of the University of Chicago, among those sought out
was picked as Stanford University's new for analysis after the
president, colleagues were asked to comment Rodney King verdict by
on his se lection by the San Francisco Professors Gordon Van Kessel and Sundby.
Chronicle, which reported on March 18: '''I Both were interviewed by KCBS radio and
have never known him to get up to make a KTVU television in the San Francisco Bay
speech and not have people convulsed with Area, while Sundby was a guest on the populaughter within two minutes:" said Julian lar Ron Owens Show on KGO radio.
Levi, a law professor at Hastings College of
San Francisco's always wild and woolly
the Law and a former colleague of Casper's
at the University of Chicago. 'He has a mag- politics brought a request for expert views
nificent sense of humor.' Levi and others from Massey on short-lived Police Chief Riexpressed unreserved delight at the news of chard Hongisto's role in the seizure of copies
Casper' s expected appointment to the of a gay newspaper from newsstands after it
presidency of Stanford University .... printed an unflattering caricature of the chief.
The Los Angeles Times of April 16 summed
up one of the national implications of the
Harris execution with: "'California has been
symbolic to opponents ofthe death penalty:"
said Prof. Scott E. Sundby of Hastings College of the Law. '''If you had the right court,
you could stave off the death penalty. But
once an execution takes place, California
will become just one more state where executions are happening regularly, and no other
state can fill that symbolic role. '"

Noted the May 15 Chronicle, "Any police
officers involved in taking the Bay Times
could face criminal prosecution under federallaw, charged with intentionally interfering with the Bay Times' Constitutional right
to distribute its newspaper, according to
Calvin Massey, a professor at Hastings College of the Law in San Francisco."
Professor Richard Marcus was tapped
for expertise on a bill by California State
Senator Bill Lockyer (D-San Leandro) to
prevent litigants from using court orders and
confidential settlements to hide evidence of
fraud, product defects, or environmental hazards after a case is finished. Reported the
Chronicle of March 19: "Under the Lockyer
bill, judges would have no choice but to deny
secrecy for possible evidence of fraud or
health threats. That bothers some observers:
'Legislatures can make judgments, but it is
not clear to me that a legislature will always
put appropriate weight . .. on the fair and
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efficient operation of the judicial system:
said Richard Marcus, a professor at Hasting s
College of the Law in San Francisco. "
Within the ethnic press of California, the
San Francisco Sun Reporter, the Oakland
Post , the Sacramento Observer and the San
Diego Voice & Viewpoint News all reported
on a visit to campus by California Assembly
Speaker Willie Brown ('58) at which students honored him with presentation of a
portrait that now hangs at the College.

ALUMNI NEWS

SAN BERNARDINO

S

an Bernardino is the
newest alumni
chapter to host its first
event. In conjunction
with the other
Southern California
chapters, San
Bernardino alumni
were invited to a
reception in January to
welcome the new bar
admittees to the local
legal community.
Those attending the
reception included,
from left, Dawn
Stafford ('75), the Hon.
Carl Davis ('60), the
Hon. Tom Hollenhorst
('71), and the Hon. Art
McKinster ('71).

Alumni Chapters Welcome
New Admittees to the Bar

T

he months of January and February found a number of Hastings Alumni
Association chapters hosting reception s for new bar admittees, to welcome the
newest members of the profess ion into the local legal commu nities. The
reception s were held in Honolulu , Los Angeles , Orange County , San
Bernardino, San Diego, and San Francisco.
Almost 200 alumni and new bar admittees attended the receptions. The desired
networking was apparently achieved, judging by the number of new business cards being
exchanged!
In Honolulu, the new bar admittees' reception was combined wi th a reception for Dean
Tom Read and Academic Dean Mary Kay Kane. Hawaii members of the 1066 Foundation
also joined the deans at a special luncheon.

ORANGE COUNTY

A

Pproximately 30
alumni attended
the annual reception
for new bar admittees
hosted by the Orange
County chapter. This
year's event was
hosted by the firm of
Pivo & Halbreich in
Irvine. Shown are,
from left, Todd
Landgren ('75), past
president of the
chapter and of the
Alumni Association,
host Kenneth R. Pivo
('78), and Timothy J.
Gray ('91).

lOS ANGELES

Los

Angeles was one
of four Southern
California chapters to
host a reception for
new bar admittees in
January. Almost 50
alumni including 20
members of the Class of
'91 were in attendance
at the event held at the
law offices of Orrick,
Herrington & Sutcliffe
in downtown Los
Angeles. Pictured are,
from left, Ray Aver
('83), incoming
secretary of the
chapter, W. Jeff Burch,
('91), and Stuart
Einbinder ('91).

lOS ANGELES
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SAN DIEGO

F

SAN DIEGO

or the second year
in a row, Jeannette
Stephan ('83) hosted the
reception for new bar
admittees from the San
Diego area at her home
in La Jolla.
Approximat ely 30
alumni were in
attendance, including
eight members of the
Class of '91. Pictured,
from left, are Gary
Letchinger ('89), Peter
Lunding ('85), Carrie
Gleeson ('89), Gary
Brozio ('89), and
Jeannette Stephan ('83).

HONOLULU

T

he Hawaii chapter
hosted a reception in
February with Dean Tom
Read and Academic
Dean Mary Kay Kane
that also honored the
1991 Hawaii new bar
admittees. On the same
trip, the deans joined
members of the 1066
Foundation for a special
luncheon at the Oahu
Country Club. At left,
Dean Read (left) is
shown with new bar
admittees from the Class
of '91; from left, Dennis
W. Chong Kee, Timothy
A. Walker, Paul M. Saito,
Stephanie A . Chin, and
David M. Blume. Above,
Mary Kay Kane is shown
with two former
students, James Hershey
('81), right, and Harvey
Lung ('81), Hawaii
chapter president who
hosted the new bar
admittees reception.
Below, Dean Read, right,
is shown with Peter Ng
('64), who hosted the
Foundation luncheon.
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Joanne Sakai Succeeds '85 Classmate
As President of Asian American Bar
by David Ross Berson

H

astings Class of '85 continues a
strong leadership role in the
Asian American Bar Association of the Greater Bay Area.
Known as AABA , itis the nation 's largest
local ethnic bar organization. At a February
installation dinner in San
Francisco attended by more
than 500, Joanne Sakai, a
partner in Landels, Ripley
& Diamond in San Francisco, was in stalled as
AABA's 1992 President.
She s ucceeded another
Class of '85 al umnu s, Jeff
Adachi of the San Francisco Public Defender 's
Office, who led the group
in 1991.
Two other Ha s ting s
graduates were installed in
the AABA leadership.
Suzanne Yamamoto (,84),
a private practitioner in San
The outgoing and incoming presidents of the AsianFrancisco, assumed the
American Bar Association of the Greater Bay Area are both
post of secretary, and Marfrom Hastings' Class of '85 - Jeff Adachi of the Oakland
City Attorney's Office and Joanne Sakai of the San Francisco
garet Fujioka ('82) of the
firm of Landels, Ripley & Diamond.
Oakland City Attorney's
office was installed as treasurer. Juliet Gee, counsel
for Ha stings, became a
member of the AABA
Board of Directors.
In an address to the gathering, Sakai described the
AABA's community service activities. In doing so,
she cited the 15-year-old
organization's first president and Hastings alumnus,
the late Willi am " Jack"
Chow (,35), as instrumental in instilling the organization with a devotion to
comm unity service and professionalism. Chow is beSan Francisco Municipal Court Judge Julie Tang ('82) with one
lieved to have been the first
of two recipients of scholarships from the Asian American Bar
Association of the Greater Bay Area.
Chinese-American deputy
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district attorney in America, he said.
Among current community service activities, Sakai said the Chinatown Referral
Clinic is providing free consultation , information , and referral s to Chinatown and
neighboring communities. She also took
note of pro bono work by AABA members
in the appeals for redress payments to Japanese-A mericans interned during World War
II. AABA attorneys, she sa id, have also
volunteered to represent Asian-Americans
abused in connection with hate crimes.
AABA 's Education Committee, Sakai
added, offers accredited seminars and clinics. At a time of recession in the law business, the organization's Employment and
Scholarship Committee, should be "a vehicle for practical and personal contact between lawyers and law students through

" ... creating a support network
for future attorneys is so vital to
AABA's future. "

AABA's mentor program, the annual fall
resume and interview workshop, and our
scholarship program, because creating a
support network for future attorneys is so
vital to AABA 's future."
As part of the installation dinner program, AABA's support for education was
evidenced with the award of two scholarships. One of them went to Hastings second-year student Kelvin P. Quan. He received a $750 award.
On one other topic , Sakai praised recent
minority judicial appointments in the San
Francisco Bay Area, but she added that
overall there have been too few court appointments for Asian-Americans, especially
women.
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Students Honor California Assembly Speaker
by David Ross Berson

C

alifomia State Assembly Speaker
Willie L. Brown Jr. (' 58) was the
recipient of a tribute by Hastings
students in March . In turn,
Brown urged students to be "committed,
courageous people" who can challenge
political and social systems that " we ought
to be trying to change."
Regina V. Evans, a third-year law student
and Alumni Liaison of the Black Law Students Association, introduced the 58-yearold Democrat as "undoubtedly one of
Hastings' most distinguished alumni. " Students unveiled a portrait of the lawmaker at
the well-attended ceremony. It is now on
display on campus. Brown's visit was sponsored by the Associated Students, the
Hastings Black Law Students Association,
and the Diversity Coalition.
Brown is the son of a Pullman porter and
a domestic. He did field work as a boy,

Students greeted California Assembly
Speaker Willie Brown after the ceremony in
his honor.

picking cotton, peanuts, berries, and potatoes, while studying hard in school. After
graduating from Mineola Colored High
School near Dallas, Texas, he came to San
Francisco and lived with an uncle who, he
noted in his talk to students, was a gambler.
Brown worked his way through San Fran-

the powerful post. Now,
in hi s s ixth term as
Speaker, he has held the
post longer than anyone
in California hi story. In
1991, Brown was li sted
by the National La w
Journal as one of the
" 100 Most Influential
Lawyers in America."
The Term Limits Initiative, passed by California voters in 1990,
could mean the end of
Brown' s tenure. In hi s
talk , he termed the measure the ultimate comCalifornia Assembly Speaker Willie Brown ('58) and Regina V.
pliment from his adverEvans, third-year student and Alumni Liaison of the Black Law
saries: "They had to get
Students Association, with the portrait students presented to the
rid of everybody in orCollege.
der to get me. "
Today 's students,
said
Brown,
"
have
a
very,
very special miscisco State College, graduating in 1955. He
then did the same at Hastings, attending sion. It is the same mission no one told me
classes by day and working as a custodian at I had, but it has become crystal clear as the
the College by night. "It clearly would have years have unfolded. I could not under any
been better for the Class of ' 58 if we had had circumstances aspire to be just a lawyer and
any degree of diversity," said Brown of hi s practice the law without giving something
Hastings years. He recounted that the class back, without representing something bewas composed entirely of white males , with yond just the license which had been afthe exceptions of a Japanese-American, a forded me. You have that same special
Chinese-American, an Hispanic-American, responsibility."
one woman, and himself, the only AfricanAmerican.
"The experience, however, did equip me,
I think, for all kinds of things I currently
do," Brown said. "I hope that the education
you are receiving will be equally as kind and
useful for you, as you move to replace those
of us who are already in place."
Brown was president of his Hastings
class, and, in 1962, he ran for a seat in the
Assembly - losing by a 600-vote margin.
But two years later he was elected to the
same seat, representing the Fillmore and
Haight-Ashbury districts of San Francisco.
In Sacramento, he became a leading progenitor of liberal legislation, ri sing to chairman of the Assembly Ways and Means
California Assembly Speaker Willie Brown
Committee in 1971 . He was elected Speaker ('58) displays a Hastings sweatshirt
in 1980, the first African-American to hold presented to him during his campus visit.
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Alumni Association
Benefits

HAS

TIN

G

S

Office of Continuing legal Education
Hastings College of the Law

Cal iforn ia State Employees
Cred it Union
Eligibity to join the California State Employee Credit Union #2. For an initial $ 10 application fee , plus a minimum $ 100 deposit, you
may take advantage of their VISA card at a low
interest rate, free checking, competitive rates
on loans and mortgage financing , payroll deductions , and access to a wholesale dealer for
new cars.

In vites you to

James W. McElhaney's
Master Advocate Series™
A 6-hour Program
Featuring Mr. McElhaney's
Picture Method of Trial Advocacy
and
The Art of Cross-Examination

Hastings Legal Information
Center
Access to all of the Center's facilities except
computer services. Check with the circulation
desk regardi ng checkout policies.

Public Interest Career
Assistance Program (PICAP)
PICAP provides loan repayment assistance to
qualifying graduates who are currently workin g in public interest law. The program currentl y has limited funding and is restricted to
graduates working in government earning less
than $3S,OOO per year. For more information,
contact the Office of Financial Aid at 4 1S-S6S4624.

8:30am - 4:15pm

Friday, September 25
San Francisco
Saturday, September 26
los Angeles

U.c.-Santa Barbara Family
Vacation Center
Known fondly as a "cheap Club Med," the
Center offers week- long stays and all meals
and activi ties are included in the per person
rate. All Hastings al umni are eligible to attend
and a special discount on each adult's rate is
ava ilable. Broch ures and reservation form s
may be obtained from the College Relations
Office.

Call the Office of CLf at 415-565-4664
for details and to register.

Tuition: $195 advance
registration
($2 10 at the door)

Union Square Hotels
Discounts at various Union Square hotels are
ava il able while you are doing business in or
visi ting San Francisco. Rates include a variety
of amenities. Call the College Relation s Office (4 IS -S6S-46 IS) and reservations will be
made for you.

WorldCare Travel Assistance
Association
When trave lling abroad, WoridCare offers
American a IS percent discount on its 24hour, 36S-day assistance network covering
health and legal concerns. Contact the College
Relations Office for further information.
For complete details, contact:
Office of College Relat ions
Hast ings College of the Law
200 McAllister St ., Rrn. 209
San Francisco, CA 94102-497 8

Upcoming Event: Day before State Bar Convention
October 1
The Ultimate Anatomy of a Trial, featuring Cali fornia's fo remost trial
lawyers and j urists.
Hotel Nikko, San Francisco.
7 MCLE hours.
For registration information, call Office of CLE at 415-565-4664.

These activi ties have been approved for MCLE credit by the State Bar of California in the amount of:
McElhaney, six (6) hours, (of which I hour will app ly to legal ethics as appropriate to the content of the
acti vity) and , Anatomy of a Trial, seven (7) hours. Hastings Office of CLE certifies that these activities
conform to the standards for approved education activities prescribed by the rules and regulations of the
State Bar of California governing MCLE.

415-565-4615
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This Summer 1992 listing of Class Notes is based on items
submitted prior to June 1, 1992 . Items submitted after that
date will appear in the Fall 1992 issues of your Hastings

Class Notes
19305

Community.

president of the San Francisco chapter of the
American Board of Trial Advocates.

Hon. Thomas W. Stoever was appointed to the
Los Angeles County Superior Court in January .

1934
Mildred W. Levin reports that she's "still going
strong" in San Francisco.

1939
Jerome Sapiro notes that " retirement is great!"
He resides in San Francisco.

19505
1950
Hon. George C. Barrett retired from the Merced
County Superior Court in March 1991. He
continues to reside in Merced.

1952 ~W». 8!/eruJl
John T. Knox was honored as a new Life
Fellow of the American Bar Foundation at the
36th Annual Meeting in Dallas in January.
George G . Walker received the Wiley Manuel
Law Foundation's Outstanding Trial Advocacy
Award at the Foundation's dinner in March .

1954
Alber t R. Abra mson , past president of the
Alumni Association, has been elected the 1992

1955

1963

Hon. David L. Allen retired from the Tulare
County Superior Court in April. He had spent
six years on the Munic ipal Court and the last
fourteen years on the Superior Court.

Clyde L. MacGowan, Jr. was honored by the
Lawyers' Club of Alameda County as its "Civil
Lawyer of the Year" at a dinner in February.

Hon. Wi lmont Sweeney, presidingjudge of the
AlamedaJuvenileCourt, was named California's
first juvenile court "J udge of the Year."

1959
Hon . Nat A. Agliano retired from the 6th Di strict Court of Appeal at the end of February , after
20 years of judicial service. He plans to do some
private judging and may return to private practice.

Hon. Roland N. Purnell was appointed to the
Ventura County Municipal Court in January.

1966
Donald Belkin reports that he is living on a
ranch in Redding and specializes in workers'
compensation cases only.
Dennis E. Evans has become a Fellow of the
American College of Trial Lawyers. He practices in Fallon, Nevada.

19605

Guy O. Kornblum was recently included in the
National Law Journal' s list of the " top insurance
defense lawyers in the country." He also coauthored "Environmental Claims and Bad Faith:
Contract Obligations that Mature into ExtraContractual Lawsuits," which was published in
52 Ohio State Law Journal 1245 (1991).

W illiam D. Coats retired at the end of 1991 as
Tracy C ity Attorney. He had served in that
position since June of 1967.

Ger ald L. Anchor reports that he has retired and
is enjoying Arizona life.

Hon. John F. Va n De Poel, Sr . was appointed
to the Contra Costa County Superior Court in
January.

1960

1967

~t 8!/eruJl

1968
James S. Bostwick was inducted into the International Academy of Trial Lawyers. He practices with Bostwick & Tehin in San Francisco.

1969
Char les J. Mazursky was named Trial Lawyer
of the Year at the 43rd annual installation dinner
of the Los Angeles Trial Lawyers Association in
January.
J. Roger Myers was elected the 1992 president
of the Ventura County Bar Association.

19705
1970
L. Judson Gutheil was honored in December
with the Santa Clara County "Volunteer Attorney of the Year" A ward.

Fresno Honors Annette LaRue ('52)

A

t its annual luncheon in February, the Fresno chapter of the Alumni Association
honored the Hon. Annette LaRue ('52) of t he Fresno County Municipal Court as its
1992 Alumna of the Year. She is the first woman graduate to be so honored by
any of the chapters. Dave St. Louis, past president of the Alumni Association in t roduced
LaRue, citing her many contributions to the Fresno legal community, to t he Alumni
Association and to the status of women. She is pictured with, a t left, James E. Shekoyan
('65), Fresno chapter president, and Dean Tom Read.
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Dennis Tilton resigned as judge pro tempore of
the San Bernardino County Municipal Court to
accept a newly created position with the San
Bernardino County Counsel's Office as a Deputy
County Counsel IV , serving as Legal Advi sor to
the Sheriff of the county.

1971
Barry Balamuth has established his own firm in

ALUMNI NEWS

Orinda, peciali zing in medical negligence, legal negligence, and serious personal inj ury cases.
Comm . Ha r vey E. Goldfine was appointed
Marin County Municipal Court Traffic Commi ss ioner in Jan uary .

1972

?ltellJ/{{;.n 8J/eU)l

Clay A. Brumbaugh prac tices in Jacksonvi lle,
orth Carolina, and has lim ited hi s practice to
injury cases. He has employed two new assoc ia tes and h as o pe ned a bra nch o ffice in
W ilmington, North Carolina.

Attorney' s Association.
Hon. Sha r i K. Silver was appointed to the Los
Angeles Superior Court in January .

1975
Michael R. Ber ger was elected to the 1992
Alameda County Bar Association 's Board of
Director .

Leo M. Pruett has joined Phelps Dodge Corporation in Phoeni x, Ari zona, as senior counsel and
director of the company ' s environmental services department.

J. Virginia (Stevens) Peiser has joined the new
Walnut Creek law fi rm of Schofield & Schi ller
as a senior assoc iate, where she continues to
practice tax plarming and compli ance, real estate
and general business transactions and estate planning fo r investors and owners of small businesses. She is a certified spec ialist in taxation
law and she was the 199 1-92 Pres ident of the
Contra Costa County Bar Association Tax Section. She is the mother of a son, age 7, and a
daughter, age 5.

1973

1976

T homas H. R. Den ve r has been named Managing Partner at Hoge, Fenton, Jones & Appel in
San Jose.

Hon. Stephen J. Ka ne was appointed to the
Fresno County Superior Court in January .

Phillip S. C r onin has been appointed Fresno
Coun ty Counsel by the Fresno Board of Supervisors.

Bruce G. Mayfi eld has been elected to the
Board of the Ventura County Bar Association.

1974
Mark Scott Collins has an extensive civil trial
prac tice with the firm of Collins & Schlothauer
in San Jose.
E ugene R. E rbstoesser is the 1992 president of
the American Corporate Counsel Association's
Southern California chapter.
Richa rd H. J orda n is currently the pres identelect of the California Compensation Defense

David P. Lanfe rma n was elected to the 1992
Alameda County Bar Association 's Board of
Directors.
Marsha L. Morrow was elected Manag ing Partner of Long & Lev it in San Francisco. She is the
first woman to hold this position at any firm of
this size in the Bay Area.
Gar y Roach has joined Tarkington, O 'Connor
& O ' Neill as an associate in the firm 's Ventura
office. He practices insurance law, condemnation, inve rse condemnation, and business litigation.
J . Rene Wilczynski received an L.L.M . degree

Elaine Malisch
Watters ('79)
Named to Bench

E

laine Malisch
Watters ('79),
former partner at
O'Brien, Watters,
Davis, Malisch &
Piasta in Santa Rosa,
was appointed to the
Sonoma County
Superior Court in
January - the first
woman to achieve
that position. She is
p ictured with her
husband and former
partner, M ichael G.
Watters ('74), at the
reception hosted for
her by the firm in
March.
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John Knox ('52) Among
New Life Fellows

J

ohn T. Knox ('52), a member of
Hastings ' Board of Directors, was
honored as a new Life Fellow of the
American Bar Foundation at the 36th
Annual Meeting of The Fellows of the
American Bar Foundation in Dallas in
March. Knox, left, is shown receiving the
plaque from Daniel L. Golden, chairman of
the Fellows. The Fellows is an honorary
organization of practicing attorneys,
judges, and law teachers whose
professional, public, and private careers
have demonstrated outstanding
dedication to the welfare of their
communities and to the highest principles
of the legal profession.

in International Banking Law from Boston Uni versity in May.

1977 ~UJu(m (j/ec(/)f
Kare n Goodson-Pier ce was appointed by San
Francisco Mayor Frank Jordan to serve on hi s
volunteer advisory transiti on board .
Ala n D. Kornfeld was honored by the Jewish
Big Brothers of Los Angeles as the "Little Brother
of the Year" in January.
C ha rles R. Landa u reports that he has been
prac ticing workers' compensati on and disability law in Sac ramento since 1983 , follow ing fi ve
years as a lawye r wi th the State of Cali fo rnia.
Ja ne E. Lovell has been named a partner at
McCutchen, Doy le, Brown & Enersen in San
Francisco .
Ki r k R. Wilson has been certi fied as a specialist
in the fie ld of estate planning, probate and trust
law by the State Bar of Californi a.

1978
Sylvia Bufanda Cour tney was appoi nted by
San Francisco mayo r Frank Jordan to serve on
his vo lunteer advisory transi tion board.
Dennis Hayashi was appointed Nat ional Directo r of the Japanese American C iti zens League in
December.

Now available for Hastings Alumni Hastings sportswear. ..
Order from the
Hastings Bookstore
1-800-925-1679 (Inside California)
1-415-565-4610 (Outside California)
10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Monday-Fri day

ALL ITEMS MADE IN THE U.S.A.
HEAVY-DUTY Sweatshirts

Soffe Brand, 95% cotton, Ash Gray.
SIZES: M, L. XL - $35 .95, XXL - $38.95
a. TRADITIONAL rotary style.
HASTINGS emblem, Navy Blue lettering.
b. BLOCK STYLE. Most popular with students .
Outline style or filled with red and yellow (as
above) - indicate PLAIN or COLOR.
TEE-SHIRTS

Hanes Brand, 100% pre-shrunk cotton , white/black
lettering. SIZES: L, XL (only) - $ 12.95 or black wi
white lettering, SIZES: L, XL (only) - $ 13.95 .
c. Complete MIRANDA WARNING on front ,
HASTINGS imprint on back.
d. Imprint: UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA ,
HASTINGS LAW , SAN FRANCISCO.
Most popular with students. Not pictured .
e. NIGHTSHIRT. oversized 100% cotton with
same imprint as "d." One size fit s all.
Not pictured - $ 13.95.
f. TANK TOP, imprint: UNIVERSITY OF
CALIFORNIA , HASTINGS . Anvil brand , 100%
cotton . Ash Gray , SIZES : L, XL (only) - $ 12.95.
Not pictu red.
BASEBALL CAP, adjustable

g. Cotton, black with gold stitchery:
HASTINGS LAW - $ 10.95 .
h. Most popular. Gray wool with same imprint as
" f," stitchery - $ 12.95.
i. WOMAN ' S VISOR , white with HASTINGS
stencil - $9.95
COFFEE MUG, 8 oz., Blue with White HASTINGS

imprint, sea l. Or white with gold .
All microwaveable - $6.50 each.
CURRENT STYLE: Students wear their sweatshirts and

tee·shirts in very loose-fi tting style.

MA IL ORDERS MA Y BE MADE TO:

Hastings College of the Law
BookstorelMai l Orders
200 McA lli ster St.
San Francisco, CA 94 102

b

(A dd 8.5% sales tax, California only.
Enclose check, money order. or MasterCard or Visa
number with expiration date and daytime phone.)
POSTAGE & HANDLING

Up to $20.00 - $4.00
$20. 01 to $50.00 - $6.00
$50.01 and up - $7 .00

Since t his is our first offering.
please allow 4-6 weeks fo r delivery.
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J. George Hetherington has become a named
partner at the firm of Torkildson , Katz, Jos em ,
Fonseca, Jaffe, Moore & Hetherington in Honolulu , Hawaii .

unanimously upheld by the Third Appellate Di strict of the California Court of Appeal.
James I. Wong has been named a partner at
Wong, Jiang & Wong in San Francisco.

Marita Marshall has become a partner at Stein,
Lubin & Lerner in San Franci co. She had been
a partner at Bronson, Bronson & McKinnon. She
will practice e tate planning, probate, and trust
administration.

Steven J . Casad has been named a partner at
Berliner, Cohen & Biagini in San Jose.

1979

Lynne C. HermIe has been named a partner at
Orrick , Herrington & Sutcliffe in San Franci sco.

Ba rry S. E ngel was elected in March as president ofThe Offshore Institute, a multidisciplinary
professional body of 200-plus members from
more than 30 countries. Hi s practice focuses on
asset protection plann ing, and he practices in
Denver, Colorado.
Hon. Gail Brewster Hardy was appointed to
the Alameda County Municipal Court in January.

1981

Anne Kunzig joined Long & Levit in San Francisco in November as an assoc iate.
Wendy Paskin is now in charge of recruiting
investors fo r Wells Fargo Bank 's Asset Management Division .
D. Michael Schoenfeld has been named a partner at Diepenbrock , Wulff, Plant & Hannegan in
Sacramento.

ton, D.C. At the beginning of 1992, she and two
other partners moved to the Washington , D.C. ,
office of Rogers & Wells, a New York law firm ,
where she wi ll contin ue working on international trade matters and civil litigation.
Nathan J. SuIt has become an officer and shareholder at the Honolulu , Hawaii , firm of Ko hiba
& Young.
J. Victor Waye has been named a partner at
McCutchen, Doyle, Brown & Enersen. He works
in their San Jose office as a labor and employment specialist.
James C. Weseman has joined the San Diego
firm of Gray, Cary, Ames & Frye as a partner
speciali zing in biotechnology patents.

1983
Christopher Borgeson has been named a part-

Michael H. Lewis left
Oakland ' s Lempres &
Wulfsberg to join San
Francisco's Broad, Schu ltz,
Larson & Wineberg as an
associate in November. He
will continue to practice
bankruptcy law, insolvency
planning, creditors rights, and
commercia l law.
James E. MacMaster has
e tablished his own firm in
Folsom, spec ializing in real
estate transactions, land use
and development, contracts,
and business formatio ns.

Scott A. Gursky ('85)

Nancy L. Powers has been appointed to the
executive committee of the State Bar 's Estate
Planning, Trust and Probate Law section .

E. Dotson Wilson was confirmed by the Cali fo rnia Assembly as the Chief Clerk of the State
Assembly in January.

Betty Orvell ('86)

Claire Robinson ('82)

Charles R. Schug has been elected an equity
partner at Bronson, Bronson & McKinnon in San
Francisco.
Hiro Tachibana ha joined Palo Alto 's Fenwick
& West as an associate specializing in technology, software licensing, and international business transactions.
Cathleen A. Wadhams has been named a partner at Crosby, Heafey, Roach & May in Oakland.

19805
1980
Scott Miller has joined San Franci sco ' s Ewe ll &
Levya of counsel. He was previously a partner
with Lakin-Spears in Palo Alto. His practice
encompasses real estate transactions and environmentallaw.
Ste phen E. Taylor, Deputy Di strict Attorney in
Stockton, recently added a potent weapon to the
pro ecution ' arsenal in the battle agai nst investment fraud by chargi ng a defendant, who had
entered the victim ' s home to fraudulent ly sell ·
securities, with burglary. Taylor ' s innovative
interpretation of California's burglary law was

1982
Margaret J. Fujioka has been installed as the
1992 treasurer of the Asian American Bar Association of the Greater Bay Area .
Merrilee A. MacLean has established her own
finn, Barnett MacLean , in Seattle, Washington
emphasizing cred itors rights, bankruptcy, and
commercial litigation .
C laire Robinson has been promoted to vice
pre ident, intellectual property law, for Di sney
Consumer Products.
Carrie A. Simon was a partner in international
trade at Dow, Lohnes & Albertson in Washing-

22

Maria T. Solomon ('86)

ner at Long & Levit in San Franci sco.
Nicholas A. Carlin and Alan J. Haus have
formed Haus & Carlin in San Franci sco, doing
business counselling and civi l liti gation, with
emphasis in entertai nment and media law.
Jeffrey Ebstein has become an associate with
Bronson, Bronson & McKinnon in San Francisco.
Shawn E. Hanson has been named a partner
with Pillsbury , Madi son & Sutro, specializing in
litigation in their Washington, D.C. office.
Hon. Edward F. Lee has been appointed to the
Santa Clara County Municipal Court.
Rebecca A. Lenaburg has been named a partner
at McCutchen , Doyle, Brown & Enersen in thei r
San Francisco office.
Terrence M. Van Becker handles criminal appeals exclusive ly under appointment by theCali fornia Court of Appeal for the 1st, 3rd , 4th and
5th Di stricts.
Wm. Bradford Weller was named General
Counsel of Digital Systems International , Inc., in
January.
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Scott A. Gursky has opened his own office in
San Francisco, specializing in insurance law ,
personal injury, and product liability.
Anne O. Hanna has joined the Minneapoli s,
Minnesota-based firm of Bowman and Brooke
in their San Jose office as an associate.
Frederick C. Moore has been named a partner
in the Irvine office of Holzwarth , Powell &
Stein.

L. Joanne Sakai has become the first AsianAmerican woman to be named a partner at
Landel s, Ripley & Diamond in San Franci sco.
She al so has been elected the 1992 president of
the Asian American Bar Association of the
Greater Bay Area.
Dana Stanculescu has been named a partner at
Carroll , Burdick & McDonough in San Francisco.
Gregory E. Schopf has been named a partner at
Crosby , Heafey, Roach & May in Oakland.

los Angeles Gallery Reception

A

s a special event in conj unction w ith a January Alumni Association Board of

Governors meeting in Los Angeles, the chapter hosted a reception at the home/
gallery of Hastings alumnus Jonat han Novak ('79). The evening included insights
by Novak, shown discussing one of t he works by Tom Wesselmann. Novak talked about
contemporary American/European art by such artists as Wesselmann, Frank Stella, Roy
Lichtenstein, Sam Francis, John Chamberlain, David Hockney, and Jean Dubuffet.

1984
Frederic S. Abr olat was named a partner of the
Cleveland, Ohio-based firm of Baker & Hostetler. He works in their Los Angeles office in
general litigation.
Nestor Barrero and Z innia Coronel Barrero
('85) are pleased to announce the birth of their
second child , Laura Alicia, born on January 19,
1992. Nestor continues as vice president and
counsel at Union Bank in Los Angeles and Zinnia is associate counsel with the California Association of Realtors in Los Angeles.
Rachelle B. Chong a nd Dia ne Gibson have
been named partners at Graham & James in San
Francisco. Rachelle is a public utilities partner
and Diane is a litigation partner.
Rober t F. Dailey is a partner in the new firm of
Shannahan, Smith & Dailey in La Jolla, specializing in tax, business and litigation.
Mitchell S. Griffin has been named a partner at
the San Francisco firm of Kelly, Cox, Wootton,
Welch, Gill & Sherburne.
Michael H. Grubman has been named a partner
at Crosby, Heaf~y , Roach & May in Oakland.
Har ry A. Hanson has been named a partner at
the Boston, Massachusetts firm of Hutchins &

Wheeler, where he specializes in corporate law
and finance.
John Kakin uki has become a partner in the San
Francisco/Palo Alto offices of Baker &
McKenzie, where he heads the Japan Practice
Group for those offices and has a practice focusing on intellectual property matters .
Ernest J. LiCalsi has been appointed District
Attorney for Madera County.
Glen n Q. Snyder has become a partner at
Pillsbury, Madison & Sutro in San Francisco.

1985
Andrew Coblentz is vice president of the San
Francisco firm Pensions 2000, a firm engaged in
marketing money managers to public pension
funds.
Step hen J. Erigero has been named a partner at
Ropers, Majeski , Kohn, Bentley, Wagner& Kane
in Redwood City.
Matthew Geyer has been named head of the
litigation department at Landels, Ripley & Diamond in San Francisco.
Jennifer F. Gordon has been elected chairperson of the San Francisco Bar' s Family Law
Section.
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1986
Joseph M. Breall will co-chairthe newly formed
Practice Development Committee of the Barristers Club in San Francisco.
Elaine Chan has joined Motto, Kryla & Fisher,
wine industry accountants and consultants in St.
Helena, as senior tax manager, specializing in
family business succession and estate planning.
Ronald M. Geltz is a deputy district attorney
with the Los Angeles District Attorney ' s Office,
serving as the sexual assault deputy in the Torrance office.
Step h en M. McNamara a n d Va lerie
(Wickstrom) McNamara announce the birth
of their first child , Kevin Michael. Stephen
practices general business law with Stradling,
Yocca, Carlson & Rauth in Newport Beach.
Valerie has a solo practice focusing on writs,
appeals and motions .
Betty Orvell has joined Crosby, Heafey , Roach
& May in Oakland as an associate in the Trusts
and Estates Department, with an emphasis on
the planning of complex estates and employee
benefits.
Maria T. Solomon has joined the San Diego
firm ofYiviano & Bradley, following work with
the U.S. Department of Commerce in Washington , D.C. , where she was involved in litigating
antidumping and countervailing duty cases and
in drafting and negotiating the North America
Free Trade Agreement.

1987

,.Jf?m.'l(O)/ r'lfr,a,-

Denise R. Hamer is a lawyer for Societe
Generale, a French bank, in New York City , She
married Neil Stuart Page in April.
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W . Anthony Willoughby was named Chainnan
of Los Angeles Mayor Tom Bradley ' Commit tee on Water Rate in January.

1988
David A. Fanning has been named a partner in
the Port land , Oregon finn of Kolisch, Hartwell ,
Dickinson, McConnack & Hensen.
Annemarie Conroy was appointed to the San
Francisco Board of Supervisors by Mayo r Frank
Jordan. She is the fi rst Republican to serve on the
board in nearly a decade .

1991
Robert S. Albery has jo ined Gordon & Rees in
San Francisco as an associate in the finn's business practice.
Ma r sha S. Barr has joined the Walnut Creek
finn of Archer, McComas & Lageson as an
associate.
Tom Curry has joined his father, Ben C urry
('50), in the practice of law in Merced.
Don DuBai n and Louis A. Gonzalez, Jr. have
joined the Sacramento County District Attorney's
Office.

19905

Tracy S. Hendrickson has joined the Sac ramento finn of Wilke, Fleury, Hoffelt, Gould &
Birney as an associate.

Cynthia Alkon has joined the Los Angeles
County Public Defender 's Office as Deputy Public Defender I.

C ha rles J . Ku las has joined Townsend &
Townsend in San Franci sco as a patent prosecution specialist in computers and electronics.

Eddie A. Angeles has joined the San Francisco
City Attorney 's Office, previously inadvertently
reported as the District Attorney 's Office.

Alice E. McVicker a nd ieffr ey Z imel have
joined the Los Angeles Public Defender's Office
as Deputy Public Defender I.

1990

Katherine Wine has joined the Law Offices of
Edwin T. Caldwell in San Franci sco, where she
practices both employment and personal injury
law .

Tom io Na rita has joined the antitrus t and complex litigation department at Broad , Schulz,
Larson & Wineberg in San Francisco.

Charles Mazursky ('69)
Is Lawyer of Year

C

harles J. Mazursky ('69), a partner in
Century City's Mazursky, Schwartz &
Angelo was named Trial Lawyer of
the Year at the 43rd annual installation
dinnner-dance of the Los Angeles Trial
Lawyers Association in January.
Mazursky, left, is pictured receiving the
award with his partner, Arnold W.
Schwartz.

Jani ne S. Natter has joined the New York office
ofSchnader, Harrison, Segal & Lewi s, where she
practices in both the corporate and li tigation
areas.

BLSA Honors
Alumni

A

t its second
Black Alumni
Reception, the
Hastings Black Law
Studen ts Association
(BLSA) honored E.
Dotson Wilson ('79)
with the Wiley E.
Manuel Achievemen t
Award. The award is
given to the Hastings
graduate who has
most significantly
epitomized t he goals
established by the late
Justice Manuel.
Pictured, from left, are
BLSA p resident
Yolanda Ta t e ('93),
last year's award
recipient, t he Hon.
Gail Brewster Hardy
('79), and Wilson.
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Benj amin R. Seecof was awarded the National
Fifth Prize in the 1990 National Nathan Burkan
Memorial Competition sponsored by the American Society of Composers, Authors & Publishers.
Stephen P. Van Liere has joined the San Franc isco finn of Lande Is, Ripley & Diamond in the ir
business litigati on department.

In Memoriam
Hon. George R . Coan ('48)
Hon. Richard B. Hanna ('36)
J ua ni ta Roger s Hillman ('88)
Alice G. Kin g ('73)
Robe r t C. Litts ('38)
Pa ul H . Lane ('55)
Richa rd J . Moo r e (,41)
Rober t C. Natzke ('52)
Barry James Ru b in (' 63)
Hon . E mile A. Serr es ('58)
Henry Taketa ('35)
Ed ward M ilton Ton ini, Jr. (,46)
Alfr ed F. T ully ('32)

Upcoming Events
for. Alumni

Aug . 10

ABA Annual Meeting Reception at Hastings

Sept. 12

Alumni Association Board of Governors Meeting and Contra
Costa County Chapter Reception

Sept. 19

Attorneys General Forum at Hastings/1066 Foundation
Reception for Attorneys General
1066 Foundation Board of Directors Meeting

Sept. 26

Reunions '92 for Classes of '35, '37, '42, '47, ' 52, '57, '62, '67,
'72, '77, '82, '87 in San Francisco.

Oct. 5

State Bar of California Annual Luncheon at Hastings

Nov. 6

1066 Foundation Annual Black Tie San Francisco

Nov. 7

1066 Foundation Board of Directors Meeting

Through 1992

Special Exhibit, "Hastings and the Supreme Court of
California," on Campus - 4th Floor, Legal Information Center

St. Francis Yacht Club,

For information on these events, phone the College Relations Office at (415) 565-4615.
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